
<i9)B*mvw/r (jp) 02) & ffl ijf & ^ (a) uvmmm&mtt
#812000-23002
(P2000-23002A)

(43)&PBB y^l2# 1 M21 B (2000. 1.21)

<5i)intci.' mmn fi t-'ra-ng^)
H0 4N 5/225 H0 4N 5/225 E 2H1 0 1

G03B 17/04 G03B 17/04 5C022

(2i)toss^ ftmmO- 186412 (71)fflKA 000006079

(22)ffiBlB ^PJ«10¥7^ IB 0998.7.1) *R»ffc*:Ri1j*JfeK£±Br=TB 3#13^

(72)§818# m #-
*^*Rr1j*jfeK£±»r=:T@ 3 #13^

(74)ftHA 100099885

#3± ABB tttfr Wit)
F^-A(^5) 2H101 BB07 DD62 EE08 EE33 EE98

50022 AA13 AB44 AC01 AC31 AC42

AC54 AC69 AC78

(54) 5*S>iMk&*9

(57)

$ix^XSi^yXA^^S»f^P>X3 0 1

fw^a^fcijvvc, fifiaf^p^x^^pa*!*!^

#»»B*fc3±* a»V-^X*iiiA^»LT^^7*:#:|*l

g^i^>X<7)ittP^{c, 'JU'-pyX^Srg^^^XtT)



m-r^ti. itimmm. mtsim^yxw&x&mi.

<OftW±K U 1^- ^X&*<gBS£i-i£ k

k

1> . «^

^XoilAK** d k £3$f8k-rSM3<JS 1

[0 0,0 1 ]

[0002]

(Charge Coupled Device)f(?)

[00 03] ZC0£5%f-'i''?/l'**yX'\t. m&V>
ximfex^hw^tK -ux-uyx^smmizm

>X£ @ tfetcffl^-S-ire-Cffl v^ «fc d fc-$-&ggg#3:$
ixTV>«>.

[0 0 04] i/c. SSJS-BRl^tf^oiOffi&^-f

[0 0 0 5] CKOidtCl^VX^^Ov-XxAtC-r^
ttmzmiTm«%#k&m&<7>u>xz&fij{zm?>.

SK. L*»t>ffiJSHfi^7^^7ffl<0^^X^ffiffl-C^

[0006]

.kd^^mi^X^x^Atc-fSk. fliiiLh.

Hlimc^l-^X^JROWttS^^^I.^. i8i^

[0007] «JS-HSl>'7^^7<0ffi^l-^X^
m^&ig&iza. m&\s>xfrt,<r>wMWit*w®.m:?

2) 1^2 000-23002 ( P 2 0 0 0 - 2ch%A

)

[0008] #$&Bjm. ioi5*»«t**T*s*i

[0009]
immzmm- ±iBHHJi.
fc. ic0^^7**tcS«$^2^l/>X*>4>^:&SI
^l^Xk^m^f^/^-X^Kfevvt. ffffatiS

U^X*3K«ft*|tfIfc3Sii^«l$-ti:^»tt#S*^ft^

*U 'OiMW^t. 19IBS»^yXA<iiA»tttT|ffiS

[ooio] ckox^'^;^^ 5£ Xtiif. ?HHM$£
a. ®m^mz±^x&Bis>xzm&faik*£.:&\
&mz^*i*7*tenizttmz j£h^tt,z£<o , js»i^

[ooii] mBuyxtfrnm-misyxsjiz
t>m&imx'b&&&izii. mi&-m\sy**7<vtm
wx^zoit. tmm-tz it^'Ti „ ««—m-:7#
^ ywrnmo^wsmzmh zt&x-$ & .

[0012] ttz. m&v->x<o%MhizV u-uyx
mWWZii&k fctlc. «»^vXo?5t)jH^'J^-
^^X^SrUieSf^lx^XtoiSAKi^^jK^-frS^
fctt, jSAL-C#7tg^l'>'X*fJW~l^>-Xm(;g§M

[00 13]

[0014]f^;W7lH ai~3lc*^J:d
ffiS<^*^^2|s:*2i:, ^lg—BSU^^^^O^

l^vX*^>5rl,«fc^lx^X3 0 1 £«*.*:JMU&3 fcT

[00 1 5] B?ie^^5*f*:2«, 04tc^id{=.
-5-<?5rtgSBuffi{c: U >-X«W<3* hv>^ h 5 0 1

^TT&iktfc:, :©K3*7 H7>>yh50 llcliriB

o i <o<M3r{aa£ti]Ro^-u^^503 ^>^t
tJO, •l<OJR>)M-L:K:?>-5 0 3£#L&tfdfcT'Sf£
l/^XJ-iHitS^-e-TKO^Tc: fc^'t'^ Si d t^-^T
fc*'?, ;mcJ:OSI^^>X30 l^^*^«gi:^-5

too 1 6] mm&i<>X3o m^mmeiz
Tjk-rxd^z, nm£<ou>-xmm3o 1 it.
x«jB3o 1 1 ftcomm&izw.mzixfzmtuyxmm
3012k. uyxmim o 1 1 nmmizi&ifbtLtim
®l->Xmm3 0 1 3 k . f^l->-XMP3 0 1 2 C§!

*^?ix^afuvx3 oi4k. mmmmu.yxm



i?3o 1 3i,zmm^^ixt:mmuyX3o 1 5t*^
=SrD. U>xmM30 1 ltfmifB-^yhSO lfcttL

o i 2mfmm\svxmm3 o 1 3«u p^x«hh3 o

\s>x®M3 o i loEMRicfco-c, im^yxm
JH3 0 1 2&^Mef^>-X^ffl3 0 1 31fiU>XmM3
o 1 1 t=«L-c*«Lh*aai*fc:»»^ri6fc*s*iT

[00 171 ME#.*?:*flc2t=fci. 1WWVX3 0 1

<WK«LOfltfir4t«fc. UOCCD 3 0 3

tfSRSft* £4><c:. mifBCCD3 0 3i:$ti5l-->'X3

o i t comicta. mmu>x3o i *»fe«o«^*3ts-c
C D 3 0 3 (Ct£fR3-£*£tfXD U I—

U

>X& 3 0 2#

[00 1 8] d<OJ;3tc. 'J \s-VyX3h3 0 2 SrffiV^

Tt)&<ott%£fll&fc:J:*. fiji*>. Si^i/yX3 o 1

1

Jg—BBU7^pt5i:P^)H^Srffi«-tSJti6fc:Ji. C
C D 3 0 3CO+M X£7 4 71-At |S) 4 XlZ^t£#g

m<mmwmTh&. — /hsaccDSttjH?-

*

i\ lKftJl»*«tfi*0. *£T, Jgf^VX3 0 1<D

^HffiSfittTtc'J I—U>-XjR3 0 2£iEBLT. ^
[0019] *mmmtz&vzi'>'X>>XT-j±temfr
-?*?>hT'ffii&ZtlTi5'). AF (gfr&ft) -AE
(SMlSffi) JB^S^aaWl^XS 0 1 fiKWLT

h 5 o i izmit>titzm=?5 o 2 (04 ) titixmm
u>X3 o i tce^six, mm\^>x3 o 1 1*10-?4 9
D3ytW3 1 0 (Hi otuyXv-f 3 vtieu

[00 20] H5&tfH6fc^-rj:?l;i.
**2rt<oiME"7'»'h5o \<mmLWiz\t. ^-9
(Hi 0O40) (cioT-|IIWWKpSFii**¥r5'0 6

S. — ~?*7VY 50 l«WMIItt,^75 0 1 a*i

jMt£*u dco-7^yhco^fT5 0 1 attirfE^rs
0 6fc«ffli£LTl*«. «-)T. 0 64MHKH

tft-»TT)yh5 0 1 |CSO*<y hfte8*lXVi*l'
>-x«iH3o 1 i*«Mmfri6nc^iett^i8t.
tefcfcM5*UH3 0 1 1 t*A»^fS*iTV>ia»l^
>X^SM3 0 1 2RVwffils>XmM3 0 13**. i]*

"J®m3 0 1 10JKlB««c#JBLT3Ctt*rtlK3BajL

HB2000-23002 (P2000-23A)

[002 1] ^5SUH3 0 1 KDSck&Atf.
JBfcfcVvt, H6(C^id{C. W5ii3 0 1 ltO

X^)P3 0 1 3ttUyX«H3 0 1 1 rtfc5S£Wrafrg

ilT. S^k>-X3 0 1 tt&B&ftjftM 5#tt2 fit

.ifeiWiJ: 3 fcRS&&hXV>4. ®fcP>X^I33 0 1

l<a«^atfflRfc*5VvcHU B5fc**-J:3(c« i>>

XMIB3 0 1 ltt*«0»»£|fcvvC;fr.><9*tt2j&»&§S

tUU tfflfl'>'X«H3 0 l'3tt*oll»*H!V>Tl»'
x^ai3o i ifrt>miKL. ®.~>xm&vyx3oiifi

[0022] z<D&d%imuyX30 wwmft
H3&t*B9fc:5rfidle, ^^5*fr2co*fiI®

fclfctt-^ii*:*^ •y^*»^3r*JgI^>-X^»
JBx-f >/f-5 0 5cO«mcJ;oTtri?ii&. BP*>. Hffi

X>f -y^-5 0 5 5r. ffcfr (ifl/yX3 0 1 cOii{i5*

(6]) "vX9-f K£-t*-*fc (H3co«M) . S^fTffilS^
—^4 QlZi. mffBS^rT 5 0 6 *i0ffefiT(S]^HIfe

m&\s>x3oiim&Lxmwmt%&. &
iz, Wf (mm^yxc^mxyrm) ^xy-i h$-^^>

t. «^T5 0 6^^(6]fcl5l!|£L. iil/yX3 0 1

[002 3] tz*>x-, Buie»^u>X3o ltmx-t
h

t

. m^isvx$m<n~?*7> h 5 o i *\ »byx
3 0 lcOTfettt^CgBS^nTV^ y 1^>-X^3 0
2(C«jSl!LTL^3. ^-T'. icO|Qte^«T-ti*M^
Wrthtztb, mg>\>'>X3 0 lcoifeSH^tc.

X^3 0 2<iH7—H9tc^-TJ:o^, 5fc«LiK£-T
&m%ft£.:&mi,xwmv>x3 o 1 cojiass*^#»

fiil/yX3 0 1 co^m^l3W7CCDft!i!Lttc:«
JinJ:3(:!5f-5TV^. U l^-u->-X^3 0 2<ry$m

mf®mmmt. vv-wx&302 ttw*h'&&
m&<W >9Wffi (HS^r-T) iftLX'fihixhli b t
iz. mmmisyx&mmxj -,1-50 5»im^>
T. JS^U>X3 0 lcoiiA. 5iaJiWtai6LTff^

[0024] ^r*5. fflfieccD303)i mmu>>x3
0 ltOifcHH^t^y-FSO 1 kimi%^tiLWfc*>

[00 2 5] t5ie^^^*fr2tO*ffllS|5fc«. ^t'J*

2comrExo «/h4 coffitz^ sf sJ9)V$X 9

1

Vt^yti-^ 19 (HI 0 ) fcSSK"t^fc46<03

[00 26] $^>^, mfie^^7**2coiSi®Wi. Wl

%mi&<D*i-9WK (fa-^T^yr-Kias) atx

v^d) **gPl OA^lfttt^tlTV^. $^>(c. *^9*



(4) BJ2 000-23002 ( P 2 0 0 0 - 2<$j|8

7lli. l/8kl/2 0O2W»<0ffilWK*«S?R
SPTflBT* 0 . ^i-tfE^ig^x-f y * 1 2 ££C;:x

54 H-TSt. EE*8¥K==l/8#|&g$*u £tx5 '

[0027] mismmm^xs 2oT*tt±.

S61 OtH^^-rst-h'T'S.S. ttf^/Rt^-H
S5£X4 y?-14i>X54 FX4 >y^-*>£>&9. tfUfcJ

[0 0 2 8] BUlBLCDfi^gBl 0<r)±1?iZi&. 43cD

SOflil&b^O^T^ixTv^. x-f -yf-6*i. ffiHB

0, ffcfiWX^ -yf-7{i. IBIiB&£:3V#W«^
S^^n^O-r^^^t^ (J31T. DownX-f

[0 0 2 9] ^^5*«s<7)±B(C(i. a—

—

X-f •yf-A^^r^mSx-f •y^-PS^tgtt^ixTfcO.

tSA'f .yfPS^lCli. yTSBGO±BD(C{iS

cr>m3mmmv 1 , E2*<*&irt$*rcvvg, 0

[0030]$ iT'J -y TgBGOfii&tTOi. SS

mcjStT lllMtS75 -y i/a50 4*^t*bixT

[0031] @10Jt nr sJ*)Vi3**7 \<rfflm&*m

[0 0 3 2] ffSCCD3 0 3«. t^U>X30K
U 1^-WVX3 0 21CJ: 0^«$ix^*!E¥<*<7)3t^^

Sr. R <3S0 . G m) . B (») (0&J^H09ft«^

k^tohfeasors. ^^sy^x4-i/-^3i
4ti. ccD3 0 3<7)roi6^$!itafr?.^co«-ao^>f

5 >TVS/PX£ifejfc-r& t> COT'S)h .

[0 0 3 3] Sy/y'i^-^S 14i±. 91 5

y?®m®&2 0 2*>£,iMft£fT.6ffi!g?0 -y ?{Cg-?

£ C C D 3 0 3 Oigtt^l]Wt-?£ & t> *

.

?4 5 V^'jr *l^-?3 1 414. CTt(fflc^raft&/^

T (SSajgSJft/i&T) <0;M Sy/If, #B3t<0g3fc

fi-^coSliii$iJWt-f- [*¥HM®^ SiSlsiJfflft-^ IE

jMff-^) m<D9U v?m^*£j8.\^ CCD303C

[0034] fiKMMMBUI3 1 3ti. CCD303H
fl«l£j|frf t><OT-#>S„ <g-9&ll§IK3 1 3«4. C
DS (ffiiZltVT-'jy/) SSSfcAGC (:*-}^
>fyayfo-^) @Bfc£#U CD sppi&fcj: OB
i&m^cDS 4 X(r>m&Z'fr\<\ AGCBg&cO^yM >-£p

[0035] A/D|g«2 0 5 B««^cO#BS
1 0 b'-y hOx^'^^Pfi^fc^t-* tcOT'fc

A/D238SS2 0 5ti. 5>^iW$l[I18&2 0 2

A?J $ fth A/D$$mcr>? o >y ? {C«-^V^T#B
Sffi^- 5r 1 0 f y hOT^'^/Wl^

[0036] m^^nmm2 oe\t, a/d^i^
2 0 5TA/D^$ix^BSfi^ WWrr—5>

T'S>^„ ^fc, *«7-r hy^vxmfs (Jjit. WB0S&
tv^3) 2 0 7l±, rWE.mz*V4 h*=7>*l>&*>
ItXmmZtL&JldlZ. R. G. BcO^g-fejSi^B^T
-^cOK;l-^S:tTdtcoT'J>-&. WBM2 0 7

£#$WgB2 1 lrttc^SP^l^x-^J-ffl
V%TR. G. BCD&&Jfcft<7Mm?—^<0P^PSr^

(«tt<0«*'> <±^#*Jffllg|52 1 1 t«fc «5»»B^*t

[0037] rwiEmm2 0 8it. mmT-fcortm
*WE.-fh1o<7>X'2b&. r*SIEl2]S&2 0 8»i, rW&O

y^w^kmzm^xmmcormjE^-yMzx vmm

[00 38] B®^^'J209(±. rffiEIHK2 0 8*-

^\&*%ixhwm7-?*m&f%>* :£VX'b&. mm.

h. -r^r*>*>. B«^ :E'J2 0 9«. CCD3 0 3**n
tfm^COB^S-* L"C t^&*§£\ n Xmlf^Iff

mizmm^tttxdiz^^x^.
[00 39] VRAM2 1 0<i. LCD^gfl OtcS
4«^$ilSI«f-^^77T^ :E ,Jt*4. VR
AM2 10ldL LCD*^g|!10c0B*afc:M^t)tB

[ 0 0 4 0 ] im&mVmiZ&^Xte. CCD3 0 3fc:

<t 0 1/3 0 (#) Wc»^$^fcBM«o*B^7f-^
*^ A/D^^2 0 5~r*fjE®ffi2 08K<fc9m5£
<0(t^«ia5:Jfe§tU:^. B«^< ^ y 2 0 9 IcfB'fciSft

SfctttC ^mmU2 1 1S:^UVRAM210
tcCiM^tt. LCD«^510(C^$^^>. ZtUzX
vm&%teLCDm^®i oizmfFZivtzmmiz* o»



»gP2 1 ix'rfife<7)m*r>mtfmztitzm. vram2

[004 1] £ffr$WgB2 l 1(4. HtfLX*
U 2 0 9 <7)mi&7

:—?(r><&$Mft<7)nyh^xh fcfijgij

U 3>-h^Xb#ft*:i;5r.g,J;-,£. U>X~?J a >
3 1 0^LTAF7?faX-^2 0 5SrMfflf-r&d

[004 2] 3rfc. gSOfclffllK^ a*2 04I1
Og?i9«Srt^2ft^ffifc$iJffll-ri.t)<OT-$)0. A FT
?*a.X-* 2 0 5 tmmiZU>X^-( a>3 10i:jr
Lxmwztiz. **=7*&2mfrt>Wt&\s>x3 o i

15ififfffifi^f- 5 0 2, StXft^U^XiaicT)^?- 3 2
0£tf>l/tfT*>:h.&.

[0043] *-HI/F2 1214. ^*U^-H8^
OBtfex-?0»£*&t««x-?OMaj L£fir 3
ibcoj >$>--? 3L-XX'hh. ±fc v I<lffll/F2 1

3(4. ^-Vl-tuny^*-? l 9 ^afi^{ci1-gB«

[0044] RTC 2 1 9(4. Wt&B®i Z'gmt&tclh

[004 5] j*^gg2 5 0(4, JLiBUt. UpX-f -yf-

6. Down^7f7, i/ir-y?—X?>9^ MMX
a 7fps, fflsi^x<.yfi2. mmxw^-

[0046] £flc$(Hipg&2 1 1(4. -^^oa^tTa.-
JJ$LfcJtf^>X3 0 1|*J&tf;^7#

f*2rt<0^aW^fg»^^1IS«(c$iJffllLT7?^^^
5 1 <nmmw*im&m^h %> <ox-h s

„

[0047] <kmtm& 2 1 1 (4. f?ia»g«&<ofe#i

D«^gpio(cii^-ri»^(c. s£B&££j£-r&w
s.mgt&jmzffitx^z.
[0 04 8] imyj^mi. TUf^y <)i>?<z£

mQ<nm£k'*r*>%>oyX'bh. yiivtw,*.. £083?k
= 1/8 . 1/20VZtiftUz^vvc , g^&t&IB

c:*fLT. %m£%L*>z>2mmv>Ti;?>uy <iu?t&

Vfivy -<)Vi?ZffiZ-X^i>.

[0049] B*fEiagtM&£j£Sis(4. mm*^ y 2 0 9
^Bm-r-^SrB^iiiLT^l)*- K8(;:fe$i'r/^

j£SBJ4. Bife** 'J 2 0 9*^7X^^5lE^(6)(C^L

) 12000-23002 (P2 0 00-27-A)

ZtX\ ^A*-f/HiM&±fi!ctoo^^y^-H8(C

[0050]*^. mmmi&&s&mz. wm**v.2 0

«U >I^£E^B^x-^^^^ U^-h'8co*B«ix
0Tlzm§rt&.
[0051] ±mmu2 1 1 (4. »g^- K(ct$v*

T . y V 9 fc J: 0if«S? ft* fc . ®
WBsPSMcWflLX* U 20 9tK 0ji*tiJtffi®cp-9-A

;M;PB«fcB38«i&5£x>f -yf- 1 2T-^$*ut£E8l
spKfc4 y J PEGMKi OEilSStifcBEjBB&i; £
£j£U J§i««i(c|i9-fS*Xtilf8 fSffl

fi. ^•v-y ^-xtr-K. smmK. tms. ~s->m

-H8(clB«^-&.
[0052] *P&9fr1H* 9(C4 -oTffifli^ftJtB®

(4. ^^y^-H8^JI^64MBt Lfci:#(C. BE

i$i/2or2303-?<?M&mvmmxh o . #
avIi^y-Wi J PEG^5tT-JBBffl^n?tftM®Jg

Olif-^ (1600X120 0BS) t-VJ*^ IV

^Sfflmlff-^ (16 0x12 OB^)
TVA^,. ittilfEXI F^coBlfe7

[00 53] 11-11 O^LJtxi^A'^^-C
(4. s^u->-x3 o i zmmmtxm&zfritxn't?^

MIZX7J Y^xm.m\yyX3 0 1 5:tfeP$*S. Z

^Si^(ce*!|i:^i». WS«»SrfT3l^(4.
UyX&mmxj 7f505 ?:Ji{iJ{ffl(CX7^ KS-£T
tmuyX30 1 5r^aj$-WL(4*ftV^

[00 54] g^l^yX30 lcottn^osaas:, 01
1 (Ctf; 7n-f+— h $r#M X^-yyWmth .

[00551 Srfc. :<0^gfltll 5**2rt
(C(4. g^PVX3 0 l<7)itiI«)#^t§t-rS0^L
rj:V^>-Xa-y7«l«^i§(t^ttJ'9. Wmx-4 «yf-

p s^7^)i^>it^^yX3 o l tf£itittJBna$tiu

a-y^flS^tJ: ,)L'yXD-y^$ix. o-y^^<^i^
3&»ajs*i«rv*9, m&i>>>x®mmx4 yfsos^
asf^LTt. ifl/y^3 0 1 OjUIIM^(4ffi?ix^v^

4d(^-5TV^.
[00 56] i-f. Xf77 (WT. XTvy-ZXtW
-f) 1 0T\ i^l^y^iffl<OX5'f KX-f 7f5 0

5&ikmMiz%-?Kzbim&-r&t (#ioctye
s ) . #20 x-tmmi¥<pfrt' o fr*m^i> . wmmw
^x'htas (#2ot-cYES) , tmzitxii&h*
\WX\ #3 0-Cl^>-Xo-y^5r*t^tTjHAS6^i£:»



5 o 5&imwtz*r>t:zb immt^m^i> < # 1

[ 0 0 5 7 ] # 2 0 X\ tm®ft#Tttirtll* (#20
t£*CNO) , #4 0tl/yXn7?»L. #5 0T*

aa^u yx/\o«?i^s-3gBi #60x-mm-

#7 0T^T5 0 6£[Il!ig$-£Tlii*l^X3 0

«§^yX3 0 KOjSAfcPP^ VU-U>X&3 0

2*<ffl|^»»#JgL. gf^VXfcOgfcl!£jBJt&„
Jgt^yXoifcHlfcJ:!?. gi^>-Xoajo5R9a*5:<

[0058] SrtJ., JSLhOKtraWTtt. Jgf^>-X3
0 1 1 LT. BB^7#;<5fflOkiDSrJBvvt#.

T^'^l^^ffl^^l^Xi&Si^^Xfc LTJB
y*x %> .*w zcoifrs. m>& ttzx o %wft(offlmiz±

[0059] atst. ±ie^sfe^»ti±. &p#®T-iti£
1/>X3 0 1 9*fr2 rtfc:^cits^§ix^«^

X(cioT*$*i«^S. L*»L. ^TOV-^XSr^^
7*f*:2P,i^^lcJt5{|rt$-«i:S !^{i^<, -«Mtc
tt'. ^ffl-r-&S^^VX*<*^^**2rt^^tClRiW
Six* <fc p&ElJfct LTfcWfggffiJJijgtiSrUU (S

izttvmmzm±z-<tz> t owes* v.

[oo60] sh^u>x3 o i nmxmz^ y i^

-i^x^3 o 2\t^m^bm^thmi5^zim^tn
-j-&ffi&b Ltzifi. U 1^-1^VX& 3 0 2<D^|fcfr|fi]li

CCD3 0 3fflte^i&LTt>i^U mk'JWk
VX^cotti: J; p tc9 0&.®®HitX i> X
w vu-uyxmfiimmnuvxx'mfs.zix

&u>X(7mMJmi>m%'>x^xi> i

[006 1] Jgf^l^VXOjtiSia^tLT. IMr
7506k7T>yh50 1<0W^750 1 at*m
izZitx, 5 0 6 ^mes-^^^^sffltyc

[0062]
imi<mm z<t>mui. ±Mco<mx'f>&frt>. #
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SPECIFICATION

[TITLE OF THE INVENTIOIN] DIGITAL CAMERA

[ABSTRACT]

[Object] To improve the portability of a digital camera using

an interchangeable lens as a photographic lens by downsizing

the entirety when photographing is not carried out.

[Composition] A digital camera provided with a camera main body

2 and a photographic lens 301 formed of an interchangeable lens

attached to this camera main body 2, wherein moving means 505a

and 506 that advance and retreat the photographic lens in the

optical axis direction are provided, and when photographing

is not carried out, the photographic lens collapses to the

inside of the camera main body. Thereby, projection of the

photographic lens can be prevented when photographing is not
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carried out. It is desirable that the photographic lens 301

is also attachable to a silver salt single lens reflex camera.

In a case where a relay lens system 302 is arranged on the

optical axis of the photographic lens inside the camera main

body 2, the relay lens system is collapsed from the photographic

lens retreating path to avoid contact with the photographic

lens when the photographic lens collapses.

[WHAT IS CLAIMED IS;]

[Claim 1] A digital camera having a camera main body and a

photographic lens formed of an interchangeable lens attached

to this camera main body, wherein

a moving means which advances and retreats the photographic

lens in the optical axis direction is provided, and when

photographing is not carried out, the photographic lens

retreats so as to collapse to the inside of the camera main

body.

[Claim 2] The digital camera according to Claim 1, wherein the

photographic lens is also attachable to a silver salt single

lens reflex camera.

[Claim 3] The digital camera according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein

inside the camera main body, a relay lens system is arranged

on the optical axis of the photographic lens, and when the

photographic lens collapses, the relay lens system is retracted
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from the retreating path of the photographic lens.

[DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] The present invention relates to a

digital camera.

[0002]

[Prior Arts] Recently, according to development of

semiconductors and image processing techniques, in place of

silver salt film cameras using silver salt films, digital

cameras are spreading. Basically, digital cameras

photoelectrically convert an optical image from a photographic

lens by an image pickup device such as a CCD (charge coupled

device) or the like, image-processes the output therefrom, and

stores the obtained image data in a recording medium such as

a memory card.

[0003] In many of these digital cameras, the photographic lens

is a fixed type, however, on the other hand, it has been proposed

that the lens is made interchangeable to compose a system in

that lenses with various focal lengths are freely combined and

used depending on the situation.

[0004] In addition, a digital camera has also been proposed

in which an interchangeable lens of a silver salt single lens

reflex camera, that is, a single lens reflex camera using a
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silver salt film is available,

[0005] Thus, when a lens interchangeable system is employed,

lenses with various focal lengths can be freely combined and

used depending on the situation, and this is very advantageous

for users, and makes it possible to effectively utilize the

advantages of the silver salt single lens reflex camera when

a lens of the silver salt single lens reflex camera is

available

.

[0006]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention] However, in the case

using the above-described interchangeable lens system, the

photographic lens is structurally attached to the front side

of the camera, and this makes the photographic lens project

from the camera main body, resulting in an increase in size

of the entirety of the camera and low portability.

[0007] In addition, when a photographic lens of a silver salt

single lens reflex camera is used, a relay lens system for

forming images of subject light from the photographic lens on

an image pickup device becomes necessary, and this makes the

problem more conspicuous.

[0008] The invention was made in view of these circumstances,

and an object thereof is to downsize the camera entirety and

improve portability when photographing is not carried out in
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a digital camera using an interchangeable lens as a

photographic lens

.

[0009]

[Means for Solving Problems] The above-described problem is

solved by a digital camera having a camera main body and a

photographic lens formed of an interchangeable lens attached

to this camera main body, wherein a moving means that advances

and retreats the photographic lens in the optical axis

direction is provided, and when photographing is not carried

out, the photographic lens retreats and collapses to the inside

of the camera main body.

[0010] According to this digital camera, when photographing

is not carried out, the photographic lens is retreated rearward

of the optical axis direction and collapsed to the inside of

the camera main body by the moving means, whereby the

photographic lens is housed inside the camera main body.

Thereby, the entirety of the camera becomes compact when

photographing is not carried out and its portability is

improved

.

[0011] In addition, when the photographic lens is attachable

to a silver salt single lens reflex camera, a photographic lens

of a silver salt single lens reflex camera can be used as it

is, and the advantages of the silver salt single lens reflex
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camera can be effectively utilized.

[0012] In addition, in the case where a relay lens system is

arranged on the optical axis of the photographic lens and the

relay lens system is retracted from the retreating path of the

photographic lens when the photographic lens is collapsed, it

is prevented that the retreated photographic lens is prevented

from coming into contact with the relay lens system and

disturbing the collapsing.

[0013]

[Preferred Embodiment] An embodiment of the invention is

described with reference to the drawings.

[0014] The digital camera 1 includes, as shown in Fig. 1 through

Fig. 3, a box-shaped camera main body 2 and an imaging part

3 having a photographic lens 301 formed of an interchangeable

lens of a silver salt single lens reflex camera.

[0015] The camera main body 2 has a ring-shaped bayonet mount

501 on the inner front face thereof as shown in Fig. 4, and

to this bayonet mount 501 , the photographic lens 301 is attached.

On the side of the mount 501, a detach button 503 is provided,

and by depressing this detach button 503, the photographic lens

can be detached by being rotated, whereby the photographic lens

301 can be interchanged.

[0016] The photographic lens 301 includes, as shown in Fig.
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5 and Fig. 6, a cylindrical lens barrel 3011, a rear group lens

barrel 3012 housed in the base end side inside the lens barrel

3011, a front group lens barrel 3013 provided forward of the

lens barrel 3011, a rear group lens 3014 attached and supported

to the rear group lens barrel 3012, and a front group lens 3015

attached and supported to the front group lens barrel 3013,

wherein the lens barrel 3011 is bayonet-coupled to the mount

501. The rear group lens barrel 3012 and the front group lens

barrel 3013 are coupled to the lens barrel 3011 by cam-coupling,

etc., respectively, and in response to rotation of the lens

barrel 3011, the rear group lens barrel 3012 and the front group

lens barrel 3013 are movable so as to advance and retreat on

the optical axis with respect to the lens barrel 3011.

[0017] The camera main body 2 is provided with a CCD 303 as

an image pickup device on a rear position of the optical axis

L of the photographic lens 301, and between the CCD 303 and

the photographic lens 301, a relay lens system 302 for forming

images of subject light from the photographic lens 301 on the

CCD 303 is provided.

[0018] Thus, the relay lens system 302 is used for the following

reason. That is, when an interchangeable lens of a silver salt

single lens reflex camera is used as the photographic lens 301,

to secure an angle of view equivalent to that of the silver
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salt single lens reflex camera, the size of the CCD 303 must

be set to the same size as the film, however, such a large-size

CCD is extremely poor in yield and difficult to be manufactured.

On the other hand, when using a small-sized CCD, the same angle

of view as that of the silver salt single lens reflex camera

cannot be secured, and wide-angle photographing cannot be

carried out. Therefore, a relay lens system 302 is arranged

rearward of the focal point of the photographic lens 301 to

secure the angle of view equivalent to that of the silver salt

single lens reflex camera by the downsized CCD.

[0019] The lens system of this embodiment is formed by an

electronic mount, and a drive source for AF (auto-focus) and

AE (auto-exposure) is provided inside the photographic lens

301. From the camera main body 2 side, only the photography

control values are transmitted to the photographic lens 301

via the terminals 502 (Fig. 4) provided on the mount 501, and

a microcomputer 310 (referred to as a lens microcomputer in

Fig. 10) inside the photographic lens 301 controls the drive

source and carries out photographing operations.

[0020] In addition, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, near the

mount 501 inside the camera main body 2, a long gear 506 to

be driven and rotated by the motor (40 in Fig. 10) is disposed

so that its longitudinal direction is turned toward the optical
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axis L. On the other hand, on the outer circumference of the

mount 501, a gear 501a is also formed, and the gear 501a and

the long gear 506 of the mount engage with each other . Therefore,

by rotational driving of the long gear 506, the mount 501 moves

to advance or retreat in the optical axis L direction while

being guided by a guide member that is not shown, and according

to this, the lens barrel 3011 bayonet-coupled to the mount 501

moves to advance or retreat in the optical axis direction, and

furthermore, the rear group lens barrel 3012 and the front group

lens barrel 3013 cam-coupled to the camera lens barrel 3011

advance or retreat in the optical axis direction in response

to advance and retreat of the camera lens barrel 3011.

[0021] Herein, in the state in that the camera lens barrel 3011

retreats to the maximum, as shown in Fig. 6, the front end of

the camera lens barrel 3011 becomes equal in level to the front

face of the camera main body 2, the front group lens barrel

3013 is completely housed inside the lens barrel 3011, and the

photographic lens 301 is almost entirely collapsed to the

inside of the camera main body 2. To the contrary, when the

lens barrel 3011 protrudes to the maximum, as shown in Fig.

5, the lens barrel 3011 except for its rear portion projects

from the camera main body 2, the lens barrel 3013 except for

its rear portion projects from the lens barrel 3011, and
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accordingly, the photographic lens 301 projects from the camera

main body 2

.

[0022] Such advancing and retreating of the photographic lens

301 are carried out by operating a photographic lens moving

switch 505 formed of a slide switch provided on the left side

face of the camera main body 2, Namely, when the switch 505

is slid forward (the advancing direction of the photographic

lens 301) (the state of Fig. 3), the long gear 506 is rotated

in a predetermined direction by the long gear drive motor 40,

and the photographic lens 301 advances and projects. To the

contrary, when the switch is slid rearward (the retreating

direction of the photographic lens) , the long gear 506 rotates

in the reverse direction, and the photographic lens 301

retreats and collapses.

[0023] When the photographic lens 301 retreats, the mount 501

on the rear end of the photographic lens comes into contact

with the relay lens system 302 arranged on the rear side of

the optical axis of the photographic lens 301. Therefore, to

avoid this contact, in this embodiment, when the photographic

lens 301 collapses, the relay lens 302 moves sideward

orthogonally to the optical axis L so as to be retracted from

the retreating path of the photographic lens 301 as shown in

Fig. 7 through Fig. 9, and returns to the original position
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on the optical axis when the photographic lens 301 projects.

Retracting and returning of the relay lens system 302 is carried

out via a link mechanism (not shown) that is structured as

generally known for supporting the relay lens system302, and

interlocked with advance and retreat of the photographic lens

301 based on the operation of the photographic lens moving

switch 505.

[0024] The CCD 303 is positioned so as not to contact with the

mount 501 even when the photographic lens 301 collapses, so

that it is not necessary to retract the CCD.

[0025] On the right side of the camera main body 2, a slot 4

for loading a memory card 8 is provided, and into this slot

4, the memory card 8 as an example of a recording medium is

inserted. By the side of the slot 4 of the camera main body

2, a connector 214 for connecting the digital camera 1 to a

personal computer 19 (Fig. 10) is provided.

[0026] Furthermore, on the back face of the camera main body

2, a taken image monitor display (corresponding to a

viewfinder) and a liquid crystal display (hereinafter,

referred to as an LCD part) 10 for reproducing and displaying

a recorded image are provided. Furthermore, on the lower right

of the back face of the camera main body 2, a compression ratio

setting slide switch 12 for switching and setting a compression
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ratio K for image data to be recorded on the memory card 8 is

provided. This digital camera 1 can select two compression

ratios K of 1/8 and 1/20, and for example, when the compression

ratio setting switch 12 is slid to the right, a compression

ratio K = 1/8 is set, and when it is slid to the left, a

compression ratio K = 1/20 is set.

[0027] Below the compression ratio setting switch 12, a

photographing/reproduction mode setting switch 14 that

switches the "photographing mode" and the "reproduction mode"

is provided. The photographing mode is for carrying out

photographing, and the reproduction mode is for reproducing

and displaying a taken image recorded on the memory card 8 on

an LCD part 10. The photographing/reproduction mode setting

switch 14 is also formed of a slide switch, and for example,

when it slides to the right, the reproduction mode is set, and

when it slides to the left, the photographing mode is set.

[0028] Above the LCD part 10, four serial push button switches

SW are arranged. The two left and right buttons 6 and 7 are

assigned with a frame advance function when reproducing

recorded images. The switch 6 is for advancing the frame in

the direction of increasing the frame number (photographing

forward direction) of the recorded images (hereinafter,

referred to as UP switch) , and the other switch 7 is for
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advancing the frame in the direction of decreasing the frame

number of the recorded images (hereinafter, referred to as DOWN

switch)

.

[0029] In addition, on the upper face of the camera main body,

a power supply switch PS formed of a rotary switch is provided,

and by the side of the power supply switch PS, a shutter button

9 is provided on the upper face of the gripping portion G. The

inside of the gripping portion G is formed into a battery

chamber, and two size AA batteries El and E2 as a drive source

are housed therein.

[0030] Furthermore, on the front face upper side of the gripping

portion G, a flash 504 that automatically emits light according

to the luminance is provided.

[0031] Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing the control system

of the digital camera 1

.

[0032] The CCD 303 photoelectrical ly converts an optical image

of a subject formed by the photographic lens 301 and the relay

lens 302 into image signals (signals composed of signal rows

of pixel signals photodetected by the pixels) of color

components of R (red), G (green), and B (blue) and outputs these

.

The timing generator 314 generates various timing pulses for

controlling the driving of the CCD 303.

[0033] The timing generator 314 generates a drive control
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signal of the CCD 303 based on a reference clock transmitted

from the timing control circuit 202. The timing generator 314

generates clock signals, for example, a timing signal for

starting/ending integration ( starting/ending exposure)

,

readout control signals for photodetecting signals of pixels

(horizontal synchronizing signal, vertical synchronizing

signal, and transfer signal, etc.), and outputs these to the

CCD 303.

[0034] The signal processing circuit 313 applies predetermined

analog signal processing to image signals (analog signals)

outputted from the CCD 303. The signal processing circuit 313

has a CDS (correlation double sampling) circuit and an AGC (auto

gain control) circuit, reduces noise in the image signals by

the CDS circuit and adjusts the levels of the image signals

by adjusting the gain of the AGC circuit.

[0035] The A/D converter 205 converts the pixel signals of the

image signals into 10-bit digital signals. The A/D converter

205 converts the pixel signals (analog signals) into 10-bit

digital signals based on an A/D converting clock inputted from

the timing control circuit 202.

[0036] The black level correction circuit 206 corrects the

black levels of pixel signals A/D~converted by the A/D

converter 205 (hereinafter, referred to as pixel data) to a
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reference black level . The white balance circuit (hereinafter,

referred to as WB circuit) 207 converts the levels of the pixel

data of color components of R, G, and B so that the white balance

is also adjusted after y correction . The WB circuit 2 07 converts

the levels of the pixel data of the color components of R, G,

and B by using a level conversion table provided inside the

total control part 211. The conversion coefficients

(characteristic gradients) of each color components of the

level conversion table are set for each taken image by the total

control part 211.

[0037] The y correction circuit 208 corrects the y

characteristics of the pixel data. The y correction circuit

208 has, for example, six different y correction tables

including different y characteristics, and y-corrects the pixel

data by using a predetermined y correction table according to

the photographing scene and conditions.

[0038] The image memory 209 is a memory for storing pixel data

outputted from the y correction circuit 208. The image memory

209 has a storage capacity of one frame. Namely, when the CCD

303 has pixels of n lines x m rows, the image memory 209 has

pixel data storage capacity of n x m pixels, and the pixel data

are stored in corresponding pixel positions.

[0039] The VRAM 210 is a buffer memory of image data to be
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reproduced and displayed on the LCD part 10. The VRAM 210 has

a storage capacity of image data corresponding to the pixel

number of the LCD part 10.

[0040] In a photographing standby state, the pixel data of

images taken every 1/30 seconds by the CCD 303 is subjected

to predetermined signal processing by the A/D converter 205

through the y correction circuit 208, and then stored in the

image memory 209 and transferred to the VRAM 210 via the total

control part 211, and displayed on the LCD part 10. Thereby,

a photographer can view the subject image by the images

displayed on the LCD part 10. In the reproduction mode, after

the images readout from the memory card 8 are subjected to

predetermined signal processing by the total control part 211

and then transferred to the VRAM 210, they are reproduced and

displayed on the LCD part 10.

[0041] At this point, the total control part 211 judges the

contrast at the center of the image data of the image memory

209, and controls the AF actuator 205 via the lens microcomputer

310 so that the contrast becomes maximum to maintain the focused

state

.

[0042] The stop control driver 204 controls the lens f-number

to a set value, and is controlled via the lens microcomputer

310 like the AF actuator 205. Data transmission from the camera
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main body 2 side to the photographic lens 301 side is carried

out via the data transmitting terminals 502 provided near the

mount 501 and the terminal 320 on the photographic lens side.

[0043] The card I/F 212 is an interface for writing and reading

image data on and from the memory card 8. The communications

I/F 213 is an interface according to the USB standards for

externally connecting the personal computer 19 so as to make

communications

.

[0044] The RTC 219 is a clock circuit for managing the

photographing time, and is driven by a separate power supply

that is not shown.

[0045] The operation part 250 includes, the above-mentioned UP

switch 6, the DOWN switch 7, the shutter button 9, the power

supply switch PS, the compression ratio setting switch 12, and

the photographing/reproduction mode setting switch 14, etc.

[0046] The total control part 211 consists of a microcomputer,

and totally controls the photographing operations of the

digital camera 1 by organically controlling the driving of the

members inside the photographic lens 301 and the camera main

body 2

.

[0047] The total control part 211 includes a filter part for

filtering and a recording image generating part for generating

thumbnail images and compressed images for recording
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processing of the taken images, and includes a reproducing

image generating part that generates reproducing images for

reproducing images recorded on the memory card 8 on the LCD

part 10.

[0048] The filter part corrects the image quality concerning

the outline by correcting high-frequency components of images

to be recorded by a digital filter. The filter part has a total

of five digital filters for each of the compression ratios K

= 1/8 and 1/20, that is, a digital filter for standard outline

correction, and two types of digital filters for enhancing the

outline and two types of digital filters for attenuating the

outline with respect to the standard outline correction.

[0049] The recording image generating part generates thumbnail

images and compressed images to be recorded on the memory card

8 by reading pixel data from the image memory 209 . The recording

image generating part reads out pixel data at predetermined

intervals horizontally and vertically while scanning the data

in the raster scanning direction from the image memory 209,

and successively transfers the data to the memory card 8,

whereby recording the data on the memory card 8 while generating

thumbnail images.

[0050] The recording image generating part reads out all pixel

data from the image memory 209, applies predetermined
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compression according to the JPEG format by means of two-

dimensional DCT conversion and Huffman coding, etc., to these

pixel data to generate compressed image data, and records the

compressed image data on the original image area of the memory

card 8

.

[0051] When photographing is instructed by the shutter button

9 in the photographing mode, the total control part 211

generates a thumbnail image of an image taken in the image

memory 209 after the photographing instruction and a compressed

image compressed by the JPEG format at a compression ratio K

set by the compression ratio setting switch 12, and stores these

images together with tag data (data of frame number, exposure

value, shutter speed, compression ratio K, photographing date,

scene data, and image judgement results, etc.) concerning the

taken image in the memory card 8

.

[0052] For the image recorded by the digital camera, images

of 230 frames at a compression ratio of 1/20 can be stored in

the memory card when the capacity of the memory card 8 is set

to 64MB, and for each frame, a tag portion, image data

(1600x1200 pixels) with high resolution compressed according

to the JPEG format, and image data (160x120 pixels) for

thumbnail display are recorded. It is possible to handle the

data as an EXIF-format image file on a frame basis.
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[0053] In the digital camera shown in Fig. 1 through Fig. 10,

after photographing is carried out by projecting the

photographing lens 301, the photographic lens moving switch

505 is slid to the collapsing side to collapse the photographic

lens 301 after finishing photographing. Thereby, projection

of the photographic lens disappears and the camera becomes

convenient to be carried about when photographing is not

carried out. When photographing is carried out again, the

photographic lens moving switch 505 is slid to the advance side

to project the photographic lens 301.

[0054] Processing when the photographic lens 301 collapses is

described with reference to the flowchart of Fig. 1.

[0055] In this embodiment, inside the camera main body 2, a

lens lock mechanism which is not shown and disables advance

and retreat operations of the photographic lens 301 is provided,

and when the power supply switch PS is off or the photographic

lens 301 projects, the photographic lens is locked by the lock

mechanism, and unless an unlocking instruction is outputted,

the photographic lens 301 is not made to advance or retreat

even when the photographic lens moving switch 505 is operated.

[0056] First, in Step (hereinafter, abbreviated to #) 10, when

it is judged that the slide switch 505 for photographic lens

moving is slid to the collapsing side (YES in #10), it is
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investigated whether the camera is under photographing. When

it is under photographing (YES in #20) , the lens must not be

collapsed, so that the lens is maintained as locked in #30 and

prohibited from retreating, and then the process returns. Even

when it is not detected in #10 that the slide switch 505 is

set to the collapsing side (NO in #10) , collapsing is not

necessary, so that the process returns.

[0057] In #20, when the camera is not under photographing (NO

in #20) , the lens is unlocked in #40, power supply to the

photographic lens is cut off in #50, and then the LCD part 10

is made to display that photographing is disabled in #60. Then,

the long gear 506 is rotated in #70 to retreat the photographic

lens 301 until the lens collapses into the main body, and then

the process returns. At the same time as retreating of the

photographic lens 301, the relay lens system 302 moves and

retracts sideward to avoid contact with the photographic lens.

According to collapse of the photographic lens, the projection

of the photographic lens disappears, and the camera becomes

convenient to be carried about when photographing is not

carried out.

[0058] In the above-described embodiment, a lens for a silver

salt single lens reflex camera is used as the photographic lens

301, however, it is also possible that an interchangeable lens
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exclusive for a digital camera is used as the photographic lens

.

In this case, the above-described problem on the angle of view

does not occur, so that the relay lens system may become

unnecessary.

[0059] In the above-described embodiment, the photographic

lens 301 in a collapsed state is completely housed inside the

camera main body 2, however, in the case where a lens for a

silver salt single lens reflex camera is used, the length

differs depending on the lens. However, it is not necessary

to completely house all lenses of the photographic lens inside

the camera main body 2, and generally, no practical problem

occurs as long as a photographic lens to be normally used is

completely housed inside the camera main body 2, and even when

a part of the lens projects from the camera main body, this

does not change the effect of increase in portability of the

camera more than in the case where the camera is in use.

[0060] In addition, when the photographic lens 301 retreats,

the relay lens system 303 moves and retracts sideward

orthogonally to the optical axis L, however, the moving

direction of the relay lens system 202 is not limited thereto,

and for example, it may move to the CCD 303 side rearward of

the optical axis direction, or may be rotated by 90 degrees

so that the optical axis L and the axis of the relay lens system
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become orthogonal to each other. When the relay lens system

is composed of a plurality of lenses, the moving directions

of the lenses may be different from each other.

[0061] In addition, as the advancing and retreating mechanism

of the photographic lens, a system in which the long gear 506

and the gear 501a on the outer circumference of the mount 501

are engaged with each other to rotate the long gear 506 is

employed, however, the mechanism is not limited thereto.

[0062]

[Effects of the Invention] Since the invention is described

above, and when photographing is not carried out, the

photographic lens is moved to retreat rearward of the optical

axis direction by the moving means so as to collapse to the

inside of the camera main body, whereby the photographic lens

can be housed inside the camera main body. Therefore, when

photographing is not carried out, the entirety of the camera

can be made compact and the trouble in that the photographic

lens projects and inconvenience when the camera is carried

about can be eliminated, whereby portability is improved.

[0063] In addition, when the photographic lens is also

attachable to a silver salt single lens reflex camera, a

photographic lens of a silver salt single lens reflex camera

can be used as it is, whereby the advantages of the silver salt
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single lens reflex camera can be effectively utilized.

[0064] In addition, when the relay lens system arranged on the

optical axis of the photographic lens is retracted from the

retreating path of the photographic lens when the photographic

lens collapses, it can be prevented that the photographic lens

comes into contact with the relay lens system when the

photographic lens collapses and the relay lens system disturbs

the collapsing operation, so that collapsing operation of the

photographic lens can be smoothly carried out without

hindrance

.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[Fig. 1] A drawing equivalent to a sectional plan view of a

digital camera relating to an embodiment of the invention.

[Fig. 2] A back view of the same digital camera.

[Fig. 3] A side view of the same digital camera.

[Fig. 4] A front view of the camera main body of the same digital

camera when the photographic lens is detached.

[Fig. 5] Amain part sectional view of the same digital camera,

and a block diagram showing a control system of the digital

camera shown in Fig. 1 through Fig. 3.

[Fig. 6] Amain part sectional view of the digital camera when

the photographic lens collapses.

[Fig. 7] A drawing equivalent to a sectional plan view of the
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digital camera when the photographic lens collapses.

[Fig. 8] Aback view of the digital camera when the photographic

lens collapses.

[Fig. 9] A side view of the digital camera when the photographic

lens collapses.

[Fig. 10] A block diagram showing the control system of the

digital camera shown in Fig. 1 through Fig. 9.

[Fig. 11] A flowchart showing collapsing processing of the

photographic lens

.

[Description of Symbols]

1: digital camera

2: camera main body

10: LCD part

301: photographic lens

302: relay lens system

303: image pickup device

501: mount

501a: gear (moving means)

505: photographic lens moving switch

506: long gear (moving means)
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[Fig. 11]

Collapsing processing

#10 Lens moving slide switch set to the collapsing side?

Return

#20 In process of photographing operation?

#30 Maintain the lens lock

Return

#40 Unlock the lens

#50 Cut-off the power supply to the lens

#60 Display photographing disabled on the LCD part

#70 Lens retreat

Return

[Fig. 10]

301 Silver salt SLR lens

302 Relay lens

313 Signal processing

206 Black level correction circuit

207 WB circuit

208 y correction circuit

209 Image memory

314 Timing generator

202 Timing control circuit

21 1 Total control part
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205 AF actuator

310 Lens microcomputer

40 Long gear drive motor

213 Communications l/F

19 Personal computer

212 Card l/F

8 Memory card
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